Mini cooper fuel filters

According to Mini the fuel filter is a lifetime item that does not need to be replacedâ€¦.. I
reviewed the following write-ups prior and found them to be very helpful, my write-up hopefully
serves to supplement the existing knowledge base and is in no way a replacement:. Fuel Filter
Change by k-huevo. Rear Seat Base Removal:. The gas tank access port to get to the fuel filter
is on the passenger side US under the rear seat base. First step is to tilt and slide forward both
front seats as far as they can go- room is a premium in the back seat area. The rear seat is
removed by lifting up on each side to unclip front of seat base, removing the anchor point
covers by pulling them to unclip, and then removing the seat base:. Remove the 5 nuts holding
the access port cover to the body using a 10mm socket driver:. I found a large putty knife
helpful to convince the cover it can be removed, I worked around the cover until it was free
enough to remove by hand. A smaller putty knife or flat blade screw driver might also be used
to accomplish this, the foam weather strip can be pretty stubborn after years and mileage:. If
you look closely through the dirt you will see the unbroken seal at the back, it appears my filter
has NEVER been changed. You might also want to have plenty of shop towels on hand and
close byâ€¦.. If you have just driven your car, it might be advisable to remove the fuel pump
relay from the driver side fuse box and crank the car a few times to relieve fuel pressure. My car
sat overnight and I guess this was long enough for the fuel pressure to bleed off, removing the
fuel line was uneventful. Push the two retaining clips on either side in and pull the fuel line out,
covering with a rag to be safe from any spray. Once unplugged you will want to tape the fuel
line out of the way:. A screwdriver can be used to start coaxing the fuel filter canister out of the
tank, the seal will most likely come with it:. You will need to hold the bottom part of the canister
with one hand while unscrewing the lid with the other, be careful not to allow the base to twist
since it is attached to other plastic parts, wiring, etc. Other guides say not to lift the canister
more than inches since the fuel pump hoses, wiring, and float are attached to the bottomhowever, you can lift it a bit higher before you get into trouble, maybe until you can at least get
your hand around the base and lid at the same time. I could not get a good enough grip to break
the lid loose until I mistakenly removed the holder for the fuel pickup? The fuel pickup holder?
Easily reconnected before installing the new seal at reassembly, I was careful to make sure it
did not interfere with the wiring and float before re-attaching to the canister. The standing gas in
the filter canister is removed, a turkey baster retired from kitchen use can be used to extract it
into a container, I used my topsider for one shot removal. I used a pick to remove the small
canister o-rings, there is one in the base and one in the lid. The large o-ring from the canister lid
was floating in the dirty gas. I used shop towels and q-tips to clean the grunge out of the
canister:. The small o-rings were replaced where they had been removed, the large o-ring slides
on the canister lid up to the lip, Vaseline was used on ALL seals for ease of assembly:. Another
thought about the lifetime fuel filter before installing in canisterâ€¦â€¦. The filter was placed into
the canister, it slides onto the post and over the new o-ring until it bottoms out. The new tank
seal is also vaselined is that a word? I chose to reinstall the lid before pressing the seal down
into the tank, no fears of dropping the canister in to the tank with the lid in place. The lid can be
installed incorrectly, note the fuel line connector location before installing. The seal has a lip on
the bottom and top to wrap around the tank receiver, I started the seal in one spot and carefully
worked around the perimeter until it was fully seated. It will be flat when seated correctly, it
does take a little work since it is a confined space and the lower lip has to be maneuvered down
and around, but perseverance pays off:. Before starting the car to check for leaks and
operation, turn the key to position 2 a few times the position right before starting where the idiot
lights come on letting the fuel pump cycle to prime the fuel pump. Start the car and check for
leaks. If all is well, install the seat and clean up. Mini is a respected manufacturer of lower cost
and fuel efficient cars that also include sporty styling. To preserve the resale value and luxury
you bought with your Mini Cooper, it's critical to buy only the best names in high-performance
parts. Mini focuses on manufacturing vehicles that are dependable and gas conserving in order
to surpass vehicle buyers' wishes. Your remarkable Mini is considered small sized, but it has
truly remarkable available horsepower. From their earliest years Mini has been recognized as a
car manufacturer that puts safety ratings and performance at the top of the list. When you long
for great reliability and rugged dependability you need a quality car from Mini. When a problem
crops up or a part needs to be fixed, don't try to save money with a low-grade part. Your Mini
Cooper is worth efficiency-optimized car parts to come through with its full performance. In this
age of high gas prices, drivers who care about gas consumption are increasingly leaning
toward the Mini Cooper and guaranteeing good mileage with the highest quality auto parts. Late
model cars are packed with new features which demand the best replacement parts. Mini is
known for dependable and robust vehicles, but all cars have minor systems that sometimes
cease functioning or require repair - our site has the aftermarket accessories your car or truck
requires. A dirty Mini Cooper Fuel Filter really needs to be traded for a new unit for the simple

reason that impurities and small particles eventually will plug up a Fuel Filter and reduce
efficiency. It might not be surprising that the Mini Cooper Fuel Filter is very similar to the motor
oil filter. The Mini Cooper Fuel Filter in your fuel system is a critical component of a car or
truck's efficient performance. An automobile's Mini Cooper Fuel Filter is intended to filter
impurities from gasoline. Looking for a dependable source for quality parts can feel like trying
to find a needle in a haystack, but it doesn't have to. Purchasers who choose a Mini Cooper
recognize that performance and comfort are worth preserving; top-notch parts will keep your
car going strong. They are available for the following Mini Cooper years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 15, 14,
13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, This part is also sometimes called Mini Cooper Fuel
Filters. We stock fuel filter parts for most Mini models including Cooper Countryman. The great
gas mileage is thanks to the high quality fuel filter, which keeps dirt and rust particles from
entering your fuel tank and contaminating your fuel supply. At PartsGeek. When you replace
parts on your car, you should do so with top of the line OEM or replacement parts to ensure
continued high performance and the least amount of future problems. We offer a day return
policy on all of our products so that you can shop with peace of mind. A fuel filter is a filter in
the fuel line that stops dirt and rust particles from entering your fuel tank. It is generally
comprised of several pieces of filter paper, which are packed into a single cartridge. However,
the price of a filter will vary depending on:. You will know that your fuel filter is going bad when
your vehicle cuts out or loses power when working hard, such as driving at an incline. To
prevent your car from losing power in the middle of the road, check your filter frequently to
ensure it is in good condition. To check your fuel filter, remove it and check for any blockages.
To do this, attach a hose to one end of the filter then slowly blow through the other end. Part
ordered, shipped, and delivered quickly and packaged nicely. Part is exactly as shown and fits
perfectly. Love working with partsgeek. Fuel filter was OEM as described and fit as it was
designed. Price was right and had it within a couple days. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we
will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and
return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy
with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Genuine W Fuel Filter. Product SKU: W Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Febi 11 25 2 Fuel Filter Kit. Product SKU: 11 25 2 Febi W Fuel Filter.
Blue Print 16 14 6 Fuel Filter Kit. Product SKU: 16 14 6 Filter type Filter Insert. What is a fuel
filter? How much are fuel filters? However, the price of a filter will vary depending on: The brand
of the filter The year, make and model of a vehicle The desired level of filtration Is my fuel filter
bad? How do I check my fuel filter? Read more reviews. Catalog: A. Vehicle Mini Cooper.
Catalog: G. Vehicle Production Range Mini Cooper. Vehicle Body Mini Cooper. Catalog: B.
Catalog: T. Vehicle Engine Mini Cooper. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order:
Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Filter Kit. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel
Pump. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump Seal. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel
Pump and Sender Assembly. Fuel Sender Gasket. Fuel Sender Lock Ring. Fuel Sender-Filter
Assembly. Fuel Sending
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Unit. Fuel Tank Breather Hose. Fuel Tank Breather Valve. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Sending
Unit. Fuel Tank Strap. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids.
Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Injection. Tools and Hardware. Blue Print. VR Gaskets. Shop By Vehicle. Vaico Fuel Filter. Click
to Enlarge. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Blue Print 16 14 6
Fuel Filter Kit. Mahle Fuel Filter - Tank. Genuine Fuel Filter. Hengst Fuel Filter. Hengst Fuel Filter
- In-Tank. Image is not vehicle specific. Genuine W Fuel Filter. Features: Original Equipment
Supplier Easy installation with a factory fit High filtration and flow rate that improves
performance and fuel economy Pressure stable, heavy-duty housings Provides protection
against fuel system wear and corrosion. Catalog: A. Vehicle Mini Cooper. Catalog: B. Catalog:
G. Vehicle Engine Mini Cooper. Vehicle Body Mini Cooper. Catalog: T.

